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A graphic, turbo charged saga, depicting actual events in the life of Lloyd Wright, as he struggled
with the menace, Hepatitis C. gue of Bicyclists Mr. Wright describes how American doctors deal with
Hepatitis C, there lack of knowledge and education about life saving and immune system boosting
herbs, supplements and foods. This is a true life journy from infection to being at "Death's Door",
going through the hideous experience of interferon and experiencing the failure of modern medicine.
Standing up against a legion of medical doctors who insist there is no cure, Lloyd researched this
disease and he proved them wrong. The Remedy in Triumph Over Hepatitis C is more effective
against the virus than anything currently offered by the FDA. Readers report that this is the funnist
book they have ever read. One reader writes, "Non stop hilarity--I laughed so hard my tummy hurt.
Who would of thought sickness, disease and dying could be depicted in such a humorous fashion."
This Revised Edition answes the most frequently asked questions from the first edition and at the
end of each chapter in the Remedy dosage information is provided. Included in this Revised Edition
there are several Testimonials from people who have practiced the Remedy and are on there way to
better health and many who have cleared themselves of the virus.
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CATCH 22 RIDES AGAIN!By Robin HemingwayNormally books on Alternative Medicine are
boringly written, although they profess to tell you something that is good for you and your body. This
book, however, after the obligatory forewords, begins like a Hunter S. Thompson ('Fear & Loathing

In Las Vegas') tract of frightening dimensions and slowly, slowly levels out into a Dr. Feelgood text
that anyone who has ever experienced the pain & suffering of Hepatitis 'C' sufferers at close range
(if not one themselves), can benefit from.Wright relates how a severe accident & the blood
transfusions thereafter resulted in him contracting the deadly Hepatitis 'C' - His list of the illnesses &
maladies to follow, kicking in like falling dominoes, reads like a 'Who's Who' of Nightmare. His
accident (read the book for details), which occurred in Malibu in 1979, was the beginning of a trip
into the Black Hole of incompetent doctors and well-meaning nurses who didn't know themselves
what they were looking for that would make him well again. Tested for Hepatitis 'C' in July 1991 (the
conclusive tests to determine the existence of Hepatitis 'C' in a person's body were only achieved in
September of 1991!), his results were negative. Still trying to rid himself of a baffling sickness, in
1994 he made regular weekly visits to a blood bank where his blood was sucked out and
supposedly discarded as toxic waste. Murphy's Law kicked in, and this discarded blood mistakenly
appeared one day on a shelf with donation blood and was randomly tested. The blood bank sent
him a form letter two months(!) later, saying they could no longer accept his blood for donations (!)
because he had Hepatitis 'C!'Lloyd Wright has changed his food consumption and lifestyle
considerably since 1994.

The reviews by Dave (joke-scam) and Conan (don't be scammed) prompted me to add my own
comments. I for one have found Lloyd Wright's information to be extremely helpful as was the man
himself.My husband was diagnosed in 1995, unfortunately his mother (a former emergency room
RN) also had it and so did both of his brothers as it turned out - though the brothers were diagnosed
after him. One brother completed interferon combo therapy, had supposedly cleared the virus, but
died of heart problems within the year (he was only 49 - I believe this was a result of the treatment).
The other brother tried interferon combo therapy, but had to discontinue it due to SEVERE side
effects. There are many people who have Hep C who are not even candidates for Interferon as they
have preexisting health or mental health issues (such as depression, anxiety and panic attacks) that
preclude them from getting the treatment or should if the docs would read the warnings from the
drug companies. From what I have seen the interferon therapy should be a LAST resort.Speaking to
the comment about the expense of the Alternative treatments, many things you can do are relatively
inexpensive and can have tremendous benefits for your quality of life. Lloyd does give advice on
just a basic program that is inexpensive and you do not have to buy from him. Keep in mind one
thing though, as someone who had researched many alternative remedies before stumbling onto
Lloyd's site, vitamins, minerals and herbs' effectiveness depends very much on how they are

processed and prepared and it is very difficult to verify you have found reliable, effective products.
There is a lot of crap out there. I was lucky to have a friend who is an ND who was able to steer me
to quality products.

Hepatitis c is the main reason for a liver transplant...thats what i was told when i was diagnosed in
july 2000, i was sent home with a box of needles, tylenol and another appointment for a liver biopsy.
I sat in my car unable to digest the horrible news about my liver, i cried for 30 minutes i have never
been so afraid, ever! I decided not to do anything until i knew all of the treatments available, after
diligent searching, i found a book that i know saved my life, "Triumph over Hepatitis C", Lloyd Wright
lit the path for the rest of us, his simple approach to getting well was very enlightening to me, i feel
as though everyone has a purpose in life, Lloyd Wright knows excatly what we "heppers" are going
threw, and what we need to survive, it was so obvious to me the minute i started reading the book,
they way Lloyd Wright conveyed the message to the readers, we knew it was for real, he is the most
informed human being on the planet when it comes to hepatitis c, i know because my hepatitis c is
almost in remission! I am so thankful for this book, Lloyd, and especially God, for leading me to this
book, it has changed my life! it gave me hope, my one wish is to someday meet Mr. Wright just to
give him a hug for saving my life, i have purchased several of the books and passed them on to
others, it is such a light hearted book to read once i started reading i could not put it down, and still
have not, i constantly refer back to it, it picks me up! continuely...
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